Hybrid quantum-classical algorithms have drawn much attention because of their potential to realize the "quantum advantage" in noisy, intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) devices. Here we introduce QRunes, a cross-platform quantum language for hybrid programming. QRunes can be compiled to various host backends, allowing the user to write portable quantum subprograms. The hybrid programming is based on the type system, which is used to decide where a statement should be run. We also introduce Qurator, a VSCode plugin that has QRunes language support and two host backends.
Hybrid quantum-classical algorithms have drawn much attention because of their potential to realize the "quantum advantage" in noisy, intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) devices. Here we introduce QRunes, a cross-platform quantum language for hybrid programming. QRunes can be compiled to various host backends, allowing the user to write portable quantum subprograms. The hybrid programming is based on the type system, which is used to decide where a statement should be run. We also introduce Qurator, a VSCode plugin that has QRunes language support and two host backends.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum computing has drawn much attention in recent years, and many prototypes of quantum computers have been made [1] [2] [3] [4] . The quantum advantage may be achieved in the near future [5] , which means quantum computers could outperform classical computers for certain problems [6] [7] [8] . Many algorithms have been written that seek the quantum advantage, such as boson sampling [9] or classical-quantum hybrid algorithms for quantum chemistry [10] [11] [12] and clustering [13] .
Quantum language was first believed to be the appropriate programming language for the quantum computer. The original idea was that a code written in quantum language would be compiled into a quantum instruction set or assembly language, directly controlling the quantum computer. However, near-term quantum computers are not likely to run independently. Quantum hardware is considered an accelerator for the classical computer. In real use, classical-based quantum programming interfaces are more appealing because they more easily handle quantum and classical counterparts.
On the basis of these programming interfaces, we have designed QRunes, which is a cross-platform, high-level quantum programming language. A program written in QRunes is compiled into a user-specified target, which can be any programming interface or quantum instruction set. The compiled target is written in the classical language, with each function defined as callable. QRunes provides a "script" that allows the user to write the code, prepare the environment and invoke the compiled function.
QRunes supports enough logical features in quantum programming. Besides some basic features like quantum gates, measurement and packing a series of gates into a function, QRunes supports definition of variables, selections, loops, quantum control flows and operations on the classical memory of the quantum computer. * czy@originqc.com † gpguo@ustc.edu.cn
In its first release, QRunes collaborates with Qurator, a VSCode plugin, supporting two backends: QPanda written in C++ and pyQPanda written in Python. After the program is compiled into the C++ or Python target, the program can be run with the help of the native C++ compiler or Python interpreter. Qurator also helps display the results if they are written in standard output in Json format.
II. MOTIVATION FOR DEVELOPING QRUNES
Before introducing QRunes, it is necessary to clarify our motivation. There are already many quantum languages or software packages for quantum computing [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , including QPanda developed by our team. Why should we develop a new quantum language?
As a background, we consider the following two problems. One is that a quantum programming environment should meet the demand of hybrid quantum computing. Another is the reusability of quantum codes.
Hybrid Quantum Programming Hybrid quantum programming combines the power of the quantum and classical computers. This involves two scenarios: Quantum control flows and variational quantum algorithms (VQAs).
Quantum control flows are related to the feedback control of a quantum program. A measurement operation maps the result to a classical variable. A feedback control means the following program is decided by the result of the variable. Written in pseudocode, the procedure has this form: of while can also be defined.
The VQA has drawn much attention and is likely to be used in quantum computers in the near term [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . A VQA (such as the loop in Fig. 1 ) requires a customized classical-quantum feedback loop to optimize the loss function for the unknown variables, as these variables usually appear in quantum circuits.
FIG. 1. Hybrid quantum programs
These scenarios require us to think about the variables related to the classical computer and how they are compiled in the whole algorithmic process, instead of only thinking about the construction of quantum circuits.
Reuse of Quantum Codes
In classical programming, cross-platform languages are widely used and convenient in modern software engineering. Quantum codes, implementing the same algorithms, are written differently and in different languages, programming architectures and interfaces. Therefore they are not crossplatform. Reusable, or portable, quantum subprograms omit language differences and implementation details, and only contain the logic of the quantum algorithms.
Design Principles of QRunes QRunes does not introduce any new feature in quantum computing, nor is it meant to be compiled into a concrete quantum instruction set. QRunes is designed for writing portable quantum subprograms and is targeted to any existing quantum programming interface. We extract the universal features of quantum-classical hybrid programs and convert the code to the target.
To face the demand of building a hybrid program, we have to be careful with all types of variables. We design a system that has three primary types: quantum, classical and assist-classical. These types correspond to the hardware layer where the variables, expressions and statements are handled. For detailed information, see Section III B.
QRunes does not work independently; instead, it depends highly on the features of the compiling target. It does not include quantum machine configuration, such as initialization, program loading and running and fetching of results. QRunes only focuses on the subprogram that only runs in the quantum computer. The configuration is handled by the external environment, which is the compiling target itself. There are two frequently used settings: language and autoimport. Language is used to specify the compiling target and can be set to Python or C++. If "autoimport = True", the preset snippets are pasted onto the top of the converted code and are meant to import (include) and configure the environment.
QCode QCode is the fundamental part of QRunes. In this part, the user builds functions to control the quantum computer. QCode is eventually compiled into the selected target and can be invoked by classical language with the generated application program interface (API). Next, we will introduce the language design and syntax of QCode.
Script Script is optional. This part writes the wrapper code for the generated QCode.
In general, compiling a QRunes file generates a header and a .cpp file (selecting C++ as the target) or a Python package (selecting Python as the target). These files can be then imported into the classical codes or used in Script.
A. Basic QCode Syntax
Basically, QCode consists of the following parts:
• Include
• Variable Declaration and Initialization
• Quantum Selection and iteration
QRunes is a quantum language that incorporates grammar from many classical programming languages. The modulization of a QRunes program is based on the function definition and function calls. As in many other languages, the statement is the basic unit in the function definition.
Here is a simple example of the QCode of a QRunes program:
The comment in the QRunes is identical to that in the C programming language. Code wrapped by /* and */ forms a block comment, and // comments a line.
Variable Declaration and Definition
Variable declarations without definition only appear in the parameter list of the function. The types of variables are described in Section III B.
Variable definition is a kind of statement. The let statement can be used to define and initialize an assistclassical variable (for more about assist-classical variables, please refer to Section III B 2). QRunes has both a quantum data type, which refers to qubits, and classical data type to refer to classical memory.
Function Definition and Function Call
A function in QRunes is defined as a representation of quantum subprograms. A function definition consists of the function name, parameter list and function body. The function body has a list of statements. A function does not need a return type, and return is not defined either. Calling a function means sequentially performing every statement of the quantum operation type (see Section III C 1) in the function.
Because QRunes highly depends on the target quantum programming architecture, the actual behavior of defining and calling a function is based on the features of that architecture. The script of an external program can call the compiled function with the same name as the function in the QCode. When QPanda is set as the target, any function in QRunes will be compiled into a C++ function returning a QProg. An empty QProg is defined at the beginning of the function, and all quantum operations are sequentially inserted into it.
Statement
The statement is the basic unit for the function body. Quantum and assist-classical are two types of statements, which are introduced in Section III C. The statement syntax is similar to that of the C language. 
Quantum Type
The quantum type is the way to describe one qubit or an array of qubits. We now support qubit and qvec, which denote a qubit and a qubit vector, respectively. The variable of a quantum type is a mapping to the qubit in the quantum device, and is directly used in the quantum gates:
// q is a qubit. H(qs[0]); // qs is a qvec.
Another common use is as the passing parameter in the quantum function:
foo(qubit q, qvec qs){ /* use q and qs in quantum gates or function calls. */ }
The first qubit creation is handled by the host language. All quantum codes only handle quantum operations. We designed them this way because quantum devices in the near term will only have a limited amount of qubits, so there is little meaning in considering dynamic qubit allocation or release.
There is a constraint in using the quantum type, which is that the value of the qubit cannot be changed at any time. We only considered the variable as an address of a qubit with an invisible state that can only be manipulated by the quantum gates, rather than a kind of memory holding qubit data such as amplitude, phase or binary value. The copy of the quantum type is the reference copy, not the value state. An assignment is the only case in which a quantum type appears in an expression. The semantics of an assignment expression is to create a reference or an alias from the right value: The expression len(qvec) returns an assist-classical type that represents the vector size. This can be realized because the lengths of all qvec types are determined in the compilation of the quantum program.
Assist-Classical Type
Assist-classical type describes the classical variables that assist in constructing the quantum program. These variables are determined before the quantum program is transferred to the quantum device. The assist-classical type is not formally considered in the QBuilder system. Instead, the processing of these variables is maintained by the host language or programming interfaces. Here we only deal with the common numerical type and array type. For example,
The assignment of variable i is handled by the host language and is not transferred to the quantum computer. Another example is iterating over all qubits and performing Hadamard gates:
If the host language supports a dynamic type system (such as JavaScript), or supports a type inference or implicit type (such as C++ and Python), then we only need to use let to define an assist-classical type. An example is as follows:
If the type must be explicit, the assist-classical type follows the definition rule of the host language, with a qualifier host, for example: 
Classical Type
Classical type handles the classical bits or variables in the quantum computer. In the physical realization, the quantum chip does not work alone, as the control and measurement signals are processed by a set of embedded devices. The measurement results are temporarily saved in the internal memory of these devices. This design is meant to realize the feedback control of the quantum program, such as qif and qwhile [35] . A qubit is fragile and will collapse in nano-to microseconds, which is much shorter than the time needed for the qubit system to perform a feedback. Using the embedded devices to realize the control system of the quantum chip meets the feedback demand.
A classical type is a specialized way to represent data in an embedded system. An example is CBit, which is used to save the measurement result of a qubit. CVec is a CBit array:
// perform a measurement. for (i = 0:len(q)) // measuring a qvec to a cvec.
Extracting the classical type is usually related to the driver interfaces of the embedded system that transfer the data from the embedded system to the host computer. This can be handled by the host language. Similarly to the quantum type, the classical type is considered a mapping to the embedded system memory, and the value cannot be modified directly by assignment. Besides, the allocation and release are not considered part of QBuilder. A classical type can appear in the feedback control sequence of the quantum program, such as quantum selection and iterations. This part will be introduced in the section on quantum-classical feedback. A classical type can appear in arithmetic expressions. An expression related to a variable of the classical type that defines a calculation in the quantum computer, which is processed in the embedded system mentioned above. This type of expression, which we call classical expression, has an equivalent position to that of the quantum gate. Handling an expression with classical type is different from the way an assist-classical expression is handled, which will be introduced in the section on expression and statement type. The return value of the classical expression is a classical-type variable. A binary operation over both classical and assist-classical types is valid, with the return value also being a classical type. Here is an example of using a variable: C1 = C2; C2 = !C2; Qif (C2) { // do something } Qif (C1) { // C1 is the negative of C2 }
Assigning a constant to a classical type is also valid. We have to be careful because the assignment does not actually run before the program is transferred into the quantum computer. In turn, an assist-classical type cannot be assigned by a classical type:
Qif (C1) { // do something } let a = C1; // Bad assignment
C. Expression and Statement
We must clarify the expression and statement mainly because performing a quantum program involves three components: the classical computer, control devices and quantum chip. The quantum, classical and assistclassical programs are running in these three components, respectively. The compiling and running times may also be different. To construct a quantum control flow program, the condition and the subprograms (qif, qelse and qwhile) should be assigned. Selecting the branching depends on the classical expression, which is only evaluated in the embedded system mentioned above.
c. Scoping rule for the quantum control flow Scoping is common in modern programming languages and is used to mark the valid place to reference an identifier. It is related to the lifetime of a variable. Most of the time, the scope inherits the symbols in its parent scope. In QRunes, the inheritance of the scope is valid in most parts of the program, except the quantum control flow. Consider a program like: let ac = 1; measure(q, c) qif (c==1) { // should ac be run in the quantum device? ac += 1; } The expression about acis evaluated depending on the measurement result of q, which implies the expression is a classical expression. However, according to the definition above, ac is an assist-classical variable, hence the expression is an assist-classical one, which is a contradiction.
There is a special scoping rule based on the rule for quantum control flow statements. The assist-classical variables are invisible to the statement in the body of the quantum control flow, but the quantum and classical variables are visible. Here is an example: let ac = 1; measure(q, c) qif (c==1) { // ac += 1; // bad expression, ac will not be inherited. let ac = 100; // ok let i = 0; while (i<ac){ H(qs[i]); // qs is inherited in qif scope. This prevents an assist-classical expression from being determined after the quantum program is compiled. Table I shows the difference between the classical and quantum control flows.
Assist-Classical Operation Type
Assist-classical is related only to the assist-classical variables and constants. Any expression or statement is evaluated while the program is compiled. Assist-classical design is independent from that of the classical. Consider the following pseudo-code of a quantum program:
There are two compiling demands. One is to unroll the loop:
// Compiling into a simple quantum instruction set.
This is easy and natural for a small-scale quantum computer, because performing a loop in the controlling system is rather difficult. The unrolled program is then converted into the microwave sequence to control the quantum computer, which drops the existence of the variable i and the loop. The function calls are also handled in this way: unrolling all the jumps and branching before running. This design would be invalid if a large-scale or even intermediate-scale quantum computer were realized. If there are hundreds of qubits, (and performing Hadamard gates on all qubits is common in most algorithms,) it needs too much memory to save the control sequence.
Although there has been a design to realize sequential decoding and wave conversion, unrolling all the loops sacrifices too much space, which finally causes unscalability.
Suppose a slightly complex instruction set for the quantum computer that compiles the above program: Compared with forcibly unrolling the program, this instruction set allows a constant length of a for-loop program. This set is much more difficult to implement, and the latency for execution of quantum gates may not be negligible.
On account of the two demands of compiling, we separate the definitions of assist-classical and classical, which correspond to an unrolling plan and complex instruction set, respectively. The program in QRunes is written as follows: 
D. Function
The function is also very common in modern languages. In most cases, a function consists of the returning type, function name, parameter list and function body. The function body is a mixture of statements.
Functions in QRunes are a little different. First, a function does not have a returning type. Instead, the function implicitly returns a quantum program and can be treated as a user-defined quantum gate in the function call: This program executes a quantum subprogram, which performs a while loop. In the loop a Hadamard gate is repeatedly applied to the qubit and the measurement. For every measurement the classical variable c has a 50% probability of being true, which adds 1 to the counterclassical variabletemp. After the program is run, the results of temp and c are printed. Variable c is always "False", representing the end of the loop. Variable temp records how many times the loop is performed, which has an average value of 1.
IV. QURATOR: VSCODE PLUGIN FOR QRUNES
VSCode is a light, strong, open-source code editor developed by Microsoft. Extension Marketplace provides many plugins that have supported the code-editing, debugging and linting of almost all mainstream programming languages.
The QRunes language support provided by Qurator makes quantum programming more user-friendly.
File Template Qurator provides a file template for QRunes that has the form: Auto-Completion Auto-completion is the most basic function of the language support. Qurator provides an intelligent auto-completion code by listing all the valid symbols in the corresponding scope.
Verification Verification is another fundamental function. Qurator automatically checks the grammar and displays error messages in the output box.
Hovering When the mouse hovers over a word in the program, Qurator provides information about it.
Highlight Keywords are colored by the Qurator, which helps the readability of the program.
External Language Support Qurator supports QCode collaboration with an external program written in the supported classical language. In writing the script, Qurator uses third-party VSCode plugins to provide the language support. This is controlled by "language" in the settings.
Launching and Displaying a Result Qurator enables the user to write a full executable program in one QRunes file. For example, if Python is chosen and the user writes some script to run and fetch a result, Qurator performs the full launching process, including compiling and running, and finally displays the result in another tab. In the result panel, a user can click the result to display the data histogram.
V. CONCLUSION
We have introduced QRunes, a high-level programming language suitable for composing portable quantum subprograms and hybrid quantum-classical algorithms. The grammar and syntax rules are mainly drawn from the C language. We have defined a type system to clarify the compiling rules of QRunes. We have quantum-type, classical-type and assist-classical-type variables, expressions and statements. These types are processed with different rules, and they are expected to be run in the quantum computer, control system and host computer, respectively.
QRunes is not directly compiled into any quantum hardware or instruction set; instead, it is designed to be "cross-platform" and can be compiled to a target quantum programming architecture. QRunes thus applies its settings to instruct the compiler with information on the target, and uses its script to enable the quantum codes to collaborate with the classical host.
In the first release, QRunes has two quantum architecture backends: QPanda and pyQPanda, and works with the VSCode plugin Qurator. Qurator provides QRunes language support, including highlighting, autocompletion, syntax checking, launching and result displaying. In future releases, QRunes will support more quantum programming architectures and extend more grammar rules. Before we construct a quantum program, a quantum machine must be initialized. QPanda makes an abstraction of all quantum backend types, which constitute the abstract base class QuantumMachine. Within QuantumMachine, a quantum backend is initialized, does qubit/cbit allocation, loads a quantum program and fetches the results. By feeding the argument, the corresponding quantum machine is then returned as a pointer, which can be used to call polymorphism interfaces.
QPanda now supports three types of simulator backends: CPU (with OpenMP multithreading), CPU SINGLE THREAD (a single-threaded CPU ver-
